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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTROLLING A BEDROOM ENVIRONMENT
AND FOR PROVIDING SLEEP DATA

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT APPLICATION

[01] This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/031,235, filed on February 25, 2008, in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[02] Systems and methods consistent with the present invention relate to controlling a

bedroom environment and to providing data to a person relating to their sleep experience. In

particular, these systems and methods relate to measuring, analyzing and controlling

environmental aspects of a bedroom and a sleep system to promote a healthy sleep period.

2. Description of the Related Art

[03] As described in "History of Sleep Physiology and Medicine," by William C.

Dement, for example, there has been scientific interest in sleep for many years. However,

despite sleep-related discoveries such as the electrical activity of the brain, the arousal

systems, the circadian system, and rapid eye movement sleep, the field of sleep medicine as a

medical field has emerged only recently (i.e., within the last forty years). The field of sleep

medicine is rapidly evolving as new sleep problems are recognized, new treatments are

delivered, new sleep related needs are recognized, and an understanding of the complexity of

sleep is developed.

[04] A wide variety of factors influence a person's quality of sleep. Among these factors,

the environmental aspects of a bedroom and a sleep system, are especially important. For



example, environmental factors including, but not limited to, ambient temperature, near-body

temperature, relative humidity, near-body humidity, ambient lighting, sound, etc., can all

affect a person's quality of sleep either independently or in combination. As discussed herein,

a sleep system may comprise all aspects of a bedding assembly including, but not limited to,

mattresses, box springs, foundation units, bed frames, pillows, mattress pads, linens and,

more generally, to any type of sleep product that influences a person's sleep.

[05] Conventional devices can detect whether a person is snoring and thereafter adjust a

mattress to an inclined position in response to such detections. Such conventional systems

employ load cell technology, according to which one or possibly two force sensors are placed

underneath a mattress to measure weight changes over the sensors. Conventional systems

have also been developed to remotely control room lighting and room temperature, however

such control is based on the personal preferences of a user and performed by the user

consciously and intentionally. Further, conventional systems have been developed that

employ heating or cooling elements for a mattress.

[06] However, there is a need for systems and methods that continuously measure and

analyze how a person is sleeping and, based on such measurements, automatically control

many different environmental aspects of the person's bedroom and sleep system so as to

continuously provide the person with the most suitable bedroom and sleep system

environment throughout the night and, thereby, promote better sleep. There is also a need for

such systems that are integrated into a mattress, rather than having sensors disposed

separately underneath the mattress. Moreover, there is a need for systems and methods that

automatically control the environmental aspects of the person's bedroom and sleep system

based on how a person is sleeping, rather than, or in addition to, the person's personal

preferences and the person's conscious control of those environmental aspects.



SUMMARY

[07] Systems and methods for controlling a bedroom environment are described herein

that measure environmental aspects of a bedroom and sleep system using sensing devices in

the bedroom and/or in the sleep system and/or on the person. The information from the

sensing devices is collected by a controller and analyzed. Correlations between

environmental aspects and quality of sleep can be determiend. The controller then

communicates adjustments to be made to the various systems controlling the bedroom

environment including, but not limited to, the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

("HVAC") system, sleep system, humidifier/dehumidifier unit, lighting system, sound system,

etc., so as to promote a healthy sleep period for the person.

[08] An aspect of the present invention provides a system for controlling a bedroom

environment, the system comprising: an environmental data collector configured to collect

environmental data relating to the bedroom environment; a sleep data collector configured to

collect sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep; an analysis unit configured to analyze

the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data and to determine an adjustment

of the bedroom environment that promotes sleep of the person; and a controller configured to

effect the adjustment of the bedroom environment.

[09] Another aspect of the present invention provides a method for controlling a

bedroom environment, the method comprising: collecting environmental data relating to the

bedroom environment; collecting sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep; analyzing the

collected environmental data and the collected sleep data; determining an adjustment to the

bedroom environment that promotes sleep; and communicating the adjustment to a device

that effects the bedroom environment.

[10] Another aspect of the present invention provides a computer readable storage

medium comprising instructions for causing a computer to execute a method comprising:

collecting environmental data relating to the bedroom environment; collecting sleep data



relating to a person's state of sleep; analyzing the collected environmental data and the

collected sleep data; determining an adjustment to the bedroom environment that promotes

sleep; and communicating the adjustment to a device that effects the bedroom environment.

[11] Another aspect of the present invention provides a system for providing sleep data,

the system comprising: an environmental data collector configured to collect environmental

data relating to a bedroom environment; a sleep data collector configured to collect sleep data

relating to the person's state of sleep; an analysis unit configured to analyze the collected

environmental data and the collected sleep data and to correlate changes in the person's state

of sleep with the collected environmental data; and a data providing unit configured to

provide data relating to said correlation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[12] The above and other aspects of the present invention will become more apparent by

describing in detail illustrative embodiments thereof with reference to the attached drawings,

in which:

[13] FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view of a system for controlling a bedroom

environment according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

[14] FIG. 2 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a variable sleep system employing a

variable support and comfort control system according to an illustrative embodiment of the

present invention;

[15] FIG. 3 illustrates a sense and control unit according to an illustrative embodiment of

the present invention;

[16] FIG. 4 illustrates a view of an inflatable member according to an illustrative

embodiment of the present invention;

[17] FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic cross-sectional view of an automatic pillow

adjustment system according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention;



[18] FIG. 6 illustrates a method for controlling a bedroom environment according to an

illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

[19] FIG. 7A illustrates a side view of one end of an inflatable member according to an

illustrative embodiment of the present invention; and

[20] FIG. 7B illustrates a top view of an inflatable member according to an illustrative

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[21] Hereinafter, illustrative embodiments of the present invention will be described in

detail with reference to the attached drawings. FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view of a

system for controlling a bedroom environment according to an embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in FIG. 1, a bedroom 15 comprises a sleep system 201, such as a bed,

which is connected to a controller 110. The controller 110 comprises a sleep data collector

HOA, which collects data related to sleep of person(s) disposed on the sleep system 201, and

an analysis unit HOB. The sleep system 201, in turn, is connected to a sleep system

temperature adjustment unit 203 and a sleep system humidity adjustment unit 204.

[22] According to an embodiment, the sleep system temperature adjustment unit 203

may include a wide variety of conventional heating and cooling mechanisms. For example,

the sleep system temperature adjustment unit 203 may comprise a heating pad configured to

heat a surface of the sleep system 201 and/or an area surrounding the sleep system 201.

Additionally, the sleep system temperature adjustment unit 203 may comprise a cooling fan,

an electric heating pad, or a fluid cooling mechanism integrated into the sleep system 201,

configured to cool the area surrounding the sleep system 201. Likewise, the sleep system

humidity adjustment unit 204 may comprise a wide variety of conventional humidity control

mechanisms that are configured to increase or decrease the relative humidity of the area

surrounding the sleep system 201. Such heating, cooling and humidity adjustments can be



controlled, for example, using conventional control units such as the LogicData's FLEX-5M-

5.7.4.KD or the Morphy Richards FUDOl Climate Control Mattress Topper.

[23] As shown in FIG. 1, the controller 110 is connected to a heating, ventilating, and air

conditioning ("HVAC") system 120, a lighting system 130, a ceiling fan 140, a standalone

fan 141, a humidifier/dehumidifier unit 155 and a sound conditioner 114. The sound

conditioner 14 may comprise, for example, a device comparable to the Marsona 1288A

Programmable Sound Conditioner, but the present invention is not limited to this example.

The controller 110 is also connected to an environmental data collection device 112 and a

data storage device 167. Consistent with the present invention, the aforementioned

connections may comprise any of a wide variety of wireless and/or wired connections.

Further, the present invention is not limited to the illustrative configuration shown in FIG. 1

and the controller 110 may be connected to any device that can affect the environment in

which the person sleeps.

[24] According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the sleep system 201 comprises a

variable sleep system like that disclosed by the inventors of the present application in a

related provisional application U.S. Provisional No. 61/028,591 entitled, "Apparatuses and

Methods Providing Variable Support and Variable Comfort Control of a Sleep System and

Automatic Adjustment Thereof," which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

However, the present invention is not limited to such a variable sleep system and a wide

variety of sleep systems can be employed consistent with the present invention.

[25] FIG. 2 illustrates a cross-sectional view of sleep system 201 employing a variable

support and comfort control system according to an embodiment of the present invention. As

shown in FIG. 2, a variable support and variable comfort sleep system 201 comprises a

variable comfort layer 220 and a variable support layer 230 that is disposed below the

variable comfort layer 220. The variable comfort layer 220 further comprises an upper



buildup layer 290 and a topmost layer 295. Further, as shown in FIG. 2, the variable sleep

system 201 is connected to a sense and control unit 250.

[26] By adjusting both the variable comfort layer 220 and the variable support layer 230,

it is possible to adjust the variable sleep system 201 so that it provides the best possible

combination of zoned comfort and support to the person. Adjustments to the variable

comfort layer 220 and the variable support layer 230 may be performed automatically based

on body variances of the person, or manually based on the person's comfort and support

preferences.

[27] FIG. 2 shows an embodiment wherein the variable support layer 230 comprises a

layer of upper coils 231 and a layer of lower coils 232. As shown in FIG. 2, the layer of

upper coils 231 and the layer of lower coils 232 are enclosed by a foam encasement 280. A

plurality of support layer inflatable members or bladders 234 are disposed between the layer

of upper coils 231 and the layer of lower coils 232. As shown in FIG. 2, there are three

groups of support layer inflatable members 234, which are respectively referenced as Sl, S2

and S3. However, the present invention is not limited to the configuration shown in FIG. 2

and any number of groups of support layer inflatable members 234 may be employed.

According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the support layer inflatable members 234 are

pneumatic and are connected to an optional pump/vacuum unit (shown in FIG. 3) via

pneumatic tubes. However, the present invention is not limited to this illustrative

configuration and other gasses or fluids may be employed to inflate / deflate the support layer

inflatable members 234 to a desired pressure.

[28] The support layer inflatable members 234 may be constructed of a variety of

materials including, but not limited to plastic, vinyl, neoprene, rubber and the like.

According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the support layer inflatable members 234

extend in a lateral direction across the width of the variable sleep system 201. According to

an illustrative embodiment, for a sleep system designed to accommodate two people, such as



a queen or king size bed, two sets of support layer inflatable members are employed, each

extending across the area in which one of the people would sleep.

[29] As shown in FIG. 2, the support layer inflatable members 234 are configured such

that, when inflated, the support layer inflatable members 234 apply forces to the layer of

upper coils 231 and to the layer of lower coils 232. Accordingly, by controlling the inflation

/ deflation of the support layer inflatable members 234, the support characteristics of the

variable sleep system 201 can be adjusted.

[30] As shown in FIG. 2, the variable sleep system 201 is connected to a sense and

control unit 250, which is in turn connected to the controller 110. A detailed illustration of an

illustrative sense and control unit 250 is shown in FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, the sense and

control unit 250 comprises a plurality of comfort layer sensors 228, which are respectively

associated with the comfort layer inflatable members 224, which are respectively referenced

as Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, Cl, C8, C9, ClO, CIl, C12, C13, C14 and C15. The sense and

control unit 250 further comprises a plurality of support layer sensors 238, which are

respectively associated with the groups Sl, S2 and S3 of support layer inflatable members

234. As further illustrated in FIG. 3, the sense and control unit 250 comprises an embedded

control unit 300, a pump/vacuum unit 310 and an auxiliary exhaust unit 320. The embedded

control unit comprises a processor 330, a memory (volatile or non-volatile), a communication

bus, and an input/output unit (not shown). According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 3,

the sense and control unit 250 is connected to a database 390 that can be integrated with the

embedded control unit 300 or external thereto.

[31] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, each of the plurality of support layer sensors 238 are

connected to a respective group of the support layer inflatable members 234. Each of the

support layer sensors 238 is configured to provide real time measurements relating to the

pressure of a respective support layer inflatable member 234 or a respective group of support

layer inflatable members 234.



[32] Moreover, as shown in FIG. 2, a first force dispersing cover 235 may be disposed

between the support layer inflatable members 234 and the coils of the layer of upper coils 231.

Likewise, a second force dispersing cover 236 may be disposed between the support layer

inflatable members 234 and the layer of lower coils 232.

[33] As shown in FIG. 2, an upper buildup layer 290 is disposed above the layer of upper

coils 231. The upper buildup layer 290 comprises a plurality of comfort layer inflatable

members 224 that are disposed above the layer of upper coils 231 and below a topmost layer

295. The comfort layer inflatable members 224 are respectively referenced as Cl, C2, C3,

C4, C5, C6, Cl, C8, C9, ClO, Cl 1, C12, C13, C14 and C15. The configuration of each of the

respective comfort layer inflatable members 224 is similar to the configuration of the support

layer inflatable members 234, discussed above.

[34] Consistent with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 2, the comfort layer inflatable

members 224 are configured such that, when inflated, the comfort layer inflatable members

224 apply forces to the layer of upper coils 231, to the upper buildup layer 290 and to the

topmost layer 295. By controlling the inflation / deflation of the comfort layer inflatable

members 224, the comfort characteristics of the variable sleep system 201 (among other

things) can be adjusted.

[35] Additionally, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, each of a plurality of comfort layer sensors

228 are connected to a respective one of the comfort layer inflatable members 224. Each of

the comfort layer sensors 228 is configured to provide real time measurements relating to the

pressure of a respective comfort layer inflatable member 224.

[36] FIG. 4 illustrates a view of an inflatable member 224 or 234 according to an

embodiment of the present invention. Although one illustrative shape and configuration of

the inflatable member is shown in FIG. 4, the inflatable members 224 and 234 may assume

other shapes and configurations consistent with the present invention. Further, the comfort

layer inflatable members 224 may assume shapes and/or configurations that are different



from the shapes and/or configurations of the support layer inflatable members 234. As

shown in FIG. 4, each of the inflatable members comprises a valve 401.

[37] FIG. 7A illustrates a side view of one end of an inflatable member 224 or 234

according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 7B illustrates a top

view of an inflatable member 224 or 234 according to an illustrative embodiment of the

present invention.

[38] Consistent with the present invention, the support layer sensors 238 and the comfort

layer sensors 228 provide the ability to measure a wide variety of data. For example, when a

person is positioned on the variable sleep system 201, data provided by the support layer

sensors 238 and the comfort layer sensors 228 can be analyzed to determine, among other

things, the person's weight, weight distribution, body position, body movement, breathing

rate, heart rate, state of sleep, etc., Further, such data can be acquired and analyzed over time

to determine a variety of body variances of the person while the person sleeps. Further,

according to an embodiment of the invention, an under-mattress actigraphy device, e.g., "The

Bed Sensor" from Tactex, may be employed to measure such data in addition to or in place of

the support layer sensors 238 and the comfort layer sensors 228.

[39] Accordingly, the sense and control unit 250 can automatically adjust both the

comfort layer inflatable members 224 and the support layer inflatable members 234 in

immediate response to body variances of the person so as to continuously provide optimal

support and comfort characteristics to the person throughout the night. The data collected by

the sense and control unit 250 can also be provided to the central controller 110 and analyzed

together with other data collected by the central controller 110, as discussed in greater detail

below.

[40] According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the sleep system 201 comprises an

automatic pillow adjustment system like that disclosed by the inventors of the present

application in a related provisional application U.S. Provisional No. 61/028,572 entitled



"Automatic Pillow Adjustment System," which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety. However, the present invention does not require use of such an automatic pillow

adjustment system and embodiments of the present invention employ conventional adjustable

and non-adjustable pillow systems.

[41] FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic cross-sectional view of an automatic pillow

adjustment system according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5,

an adjustable head support member 500 comprises a first inflatable member or bladder 520

and a second inflatable member 530, which are both surrounded by an encasement layer 540.

According to an embodiment, the configurations of the inflatable members 520 and 530 are

similar to the configurations of the support layer inflatable members 234 and comfort layer

inflatable members 224, discussed above, each with a length, width and depth suitable for use

in a pillow.

[42] As shown in FIG. 5, a sense and control unit 550 is disposed external to the

adjustable head support member 500 and the inflatable members 520 and 530 are connected

to the sense and control unit 550 by pneumatic tubes 581 and 582. As shown in FIG. 5, a

safety disconnect unit 560 may be disposed between the inflatable members 520 and 530 and

the sense and control unit 550. The safety disconnect unit 560 is configured such that, in case

of entanglement, the safety disconnect unit 560 will allow the adjustable head support

member 500 to come free from the sense and control unit 550. As shown in FIG. 5, the sense

and control unit 550, in turn, is connected to the controller 110.

[43] According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the inflatable members 520 and 530

extend in a lateral direction across the width of the adjustable head support member 500.

Further, as shown in FIG. 5, the inflatable members 520 and 530 are configured such that,

when inflated, the inflatable members 520 and 530 expand and thereby apply forces to the

encasement layer 540, which (among other things) supports the weight of the head and neck

region of a person's body. Accordingly, by controlling the inflation / deflation of the



inflatable members 520 and 530, the support characteristics of the adjustable head support

member 500 can be adjusted.

[44] As shown in FIG. 5, the illustrative sense and control unit 550 comprises a first

sensor 3120, which is associated with inflatable member 520, and a second sensor 3130,

which is associated with inflatable member 530. According to the embodiment shown in FIG.

5, the sensor 3120 provides real time measurements relating to the pressure of inflatable

member 520 and, likewise, the sensor 3130 provides real time measurements relating to the

pressure of inflatable member 530. As such, when a person positions their head on the

adjustable head support member 500, measurements relating to the pressure of respective

inflatable members 520 and 530 can be acquired and analyzed. Using such measurements, a

support pressure profile of the person can be obtained and used to determine the most suitable

pillow support characteristics for the person.

[45] Consistent with the present invention, the sensors 3120 and 3130, together with the

inflatable members 520 and 530, provide the ability to measure a wide variety of data. For

example, when a person is positioned with their head on the adjustable head support member

500, data provided by the sensors 3120 and 3130 can be analyzed to determine, among other

things, the sleeping position of the user. Accordingly, by analyzing the data collected by the

sensors 3120 and 3130 over time, the sleeping position of the person can be determined and

the pressures of the inflatable members 520 and 530 can be controlled so that the adjustable

head support member 500 provides the optimal support characteristics for the person. The

data collected by the sense and control unit 550 can also be provided to the central controller

110 and analyzed together with other data collected by the central controller 110, as

discussed in greater detail below.

[46] According to the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the controller 110 is connected to an

environmental data collection device 112. The environmental data collection device 112

collects data regarding environmental aspects of the bedroom 15 and the sleep system 201



and then provides this collected data to the controller 110. For example, the environmental

data collection device 112 collects data regarding any of the following (or any combination or

sub-combination thereof): ambient temperature, relative humidity, ambient lighting, light

originating from outside the bedroom, sound levels, near-body temperature, near-body

humidity, allergens, air movement, etc., However, the present invention is not limited to

merely collecting the aforementioned data and embodiments of the present invention may

collect any data related to the bedroom environment.

[47] The environmental data collection device 112 may comprise, for instance, the

functions of a device such as a HOBO Pendant Temperature/Light Data Logger©, or a

HOBO U12 Temperature / Relative Humidity / Light / External Data Logger©, both of which

are manufactured by Onset Computer Corporation. The aforementioned HOBO Data

Loggers are devices that collect temperature / light intensity, or temperature / light intensity /

relative humidity, respectively, and log such collected data. The environmental data

collection device 112 may also comprise, for example, the functions of a sound level meter

and logger, such as the Extech Sound Level Meter/Logger©, which can measure bedroom

sound levels in a 3OdB to 13OdB range and log this measured data for later reference and

analysis. However, the environmental data collection device 112 is not limited to the above-

mentioned illustrative devices and the environmental data collection device 112 may

comprise a wide variety of environmental data collection devices consistent with the present

invention.

[48] Additionally, as shown in FIG. I 5 an embodiment of the present invention may

comprise a near-body sensing device 117 that, for example, may be worn on the wrist of a

person positioned on the sleep system 201. However, the present invention is not limited to a

configuration wherein the near-body sensing device 117 is worn on a person's wrist, and

embodiments of the present invention may comprise near-body sensing device(s) 117 that

is/are worn on any part of a person's body, or multiple parts of a person's body.



Embodiments may also comprise near-body sensing device(s) 117 that is/are integrated into

aspect(s) of the bedding assembly including, but not limited to, a mattress, a bed frame, a

pillow, a mattress pad, and/or linens of the sleep system 201. Alternatively, the near-body

sensing device(s) 117 can be integrated into clothes in which the person sleeps, such as in

pajamas. The near-body sensing device 117 may be configured to transmit data to the

controller 110 via a wide variety of wired and/or wireless connections.

[49] As a non-limiting example, the near-body sensing device 117 may comprise an

Actiwatch® manufactured by Mini Mitter, which is an actigraphy device that is the size of a

standard wrist watch. An Actiwatch® is equipped with a highly sensitive accelerometer,

which records movement data that can be used to measure and analyze sleep quality of a

person wearing the Actiwatch®.

[50] However, such an actigraphy device is not required by the present invention. For

example, according to one embodiment, as shown in FIG. 1, the sleep system 201 comprises

a variable sleep system like that described in U.S. Provisional No. 61/028,591. Accordingly,

as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the support layer sensors 238 and the comfort layer sensors 228

are employed to measure and analyze a wide variety of data including, but not limited to, the

body position, body movement, breathing rate, heart rate, state of sleep, etc., of a person

positioned on the variable sleep system 201. Accordingly, data collected by the sleep system

201 is used to measure and analyze the sleep quality of a person. Importantly, the present

invention is not limited to the aforementioned embodiments and the sleep quality of a person

sleeping on the sleep system 201 can be determined in a wide variety of ways.

[51] According to an embodiment, the near-body sensing device 117 may comprise a

near-body temperature measurement device, which is configured to measure the temperature

at or near the skin of the person wearing the near-body sensing device 117.

[52] According to another embodiment, a separate skin temperature patch, such as that

used by the VitalSense® Integrated Physiological Monitoring System, which is manufactured



by Mini Mitter®, can be employed to measure the temperature at or near the skin of the

person disposed on the sleep system 201 . However, the present invention is not limited to the

aforementioned embodiments and the temperature at or near the skin of the person disposed

on the sleep system 201 can be determined in a wide variety of ways consistent with the

present invention. Studies have shown that the ability of a person to thermoregulate their

body temperature during sleep decreases. Thus, an embodiment of the present invention uses

data provided by the near-body sensing device 117 to monitor the body temperature of the

person disposed on the sleep system 201 and control adjustments to the bedroom

environment to help the person maintain a constant body temperature.

[53] According to an embodiment, the near-body sensing device 117 may comprise a

near-body humidity measurement device, which measures the near-body humidity of the

person and transmits this measured data to the controller 110. Near-body humidity can be

measured in a variety of ways and the present invention is not limited to any specific

configuration of near-body humidity measurement devices. The near-body sensing device

117 may also be configured to measure skin temperature, near-body temperature, galvanic

skin response, body movement (all of which can be indicative of sleep quality).

[54] In another embodiment, the core body temperature of the person disposed on the

sleep system 201 can be monitored in a variety of different ways. For example, core body

temperature can be wirelessly monitored using a Jonah® Ingestible Capsule that is

manufactured by Mini Mitter®. The ingestible capsule transmits a wireless signal that

contains core body temperature data that can be received and recorded by the controller 110.

[55] According to an embodiment of the present invention, the controller 110 collects

and analyzes data provided by at least one of the environmental data collection device 112,

and/or the near-body sensing device 117, and/or the sleep system 201 and/or the adjustable

head support member 500. For example, the controller 110 collects and analyzes data from

the environmental data collection device 112 including, but not limited to, at least one of data



regarding the ambient temperature, and/or light intensity, and/or relative humidity, and/or

sound levels, etc., in the bedroom 15. Moreover, the controller 110 may collect and analyze

data provided by the near-body sensing device 117 including, but not limited to, at least one

of data regarding body movement, and/or heart rate, and/or state of sleep, and/or near-body

temperature, and/or near-body humidity, etc., of a person disposed on the sleep system 201.

The controller 110 may also collect and analyze data provided by the variable sleep system

201, using the support layer sensors 238 and the comfort layer sensors 228 as described in

U.S. Provisional No. 61/028,591, including, but not limited to, at least one of body position,

and/or body movement, and/or breathing rate, and/or heart rate, and/or state of sleep, etc., of

a person positioned on the variable sleep system 201 . Finally, the controller 110 may collect

and analyze data provided by the adjustable head support member 500, as described in U.S.

Provisional No. 61/028,572, including, but not limited to, the sleeping position of the user.

Such data collected by the controller 110 can be logged over the course a given night, several

nights, weeks, or even months for a variety of applications, and can be analyzed using a

variety of different analytical algorithms, a few examples of which are discussed below.

[56] According to an embodiment of the present invention, after collecting data, as

described above, the controller 110 then uses various analytical algorithms to determine the

state of the person's sleep, such as whether the person is in a lighter stage of sleep (e.g., Stage

Nl) or in a deep sleep state (e.g., Stage N4). See e.g., Iber C et al., The AASM Manual for the

Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events: Rules, Terminology and Technical Specification, 1st

ex.: Westchester, Illinois: American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 2007. According to one

embodiment, an analysis unit uses such algorithms, along with data provided by the

environmental data collection device 112, to correlate changes in the person's state of sleep

with changes in the bedroom environment. Any such correlations can then be provided to the

person so that the person can achieve a better understanding of how the bedroom



environment effects the person's sleep and so that the person can improve their overall

quality of sleep by adjusting environmental variables.

[57] For example, according to one embodiment, sleep data may be provided to the

person by displaying the sleep data on a display, or by printing the sleep data on a printable

medium. Further, such sleep data may be provided to a remote location using the internet or

over a wired/wireless network. Sleep data may also be stored on a computer readable

medium (e.g., a flash memory device or storage disk) and then provided to the person.

[58] These algorithms can also be employed to adjust any of the following (or any

combination thereof): the HVAC system 120, the lighting system 130, the ceiling fan 140, the

humidifier/dehumidifier unit 155, the sound conditioner 114, the sleep system temperature

adjustment unit 203 and/or the sleep system humidity adjustment unit 204. Such adjustments

can be made to (among other things) promote a healthy sleep period of the person disposed

on the sleep system 201 based on the state of sleep. The present invention is not limited to

adjusting only the aforementioned illustrative devices, however, and the controller 110 can

adjust any bedroom device consistent with the present invention.

[59] By way of illustration of the various adjustments that can be performed, according

to an embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a person's sleep state from the

near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201. The controller also

collects data regarding the ambient temperature from the environmental data collection

device 112. By applying various algorithms to such collected data, the controller 110 could

then determine, for instance, that the person has recently entered a lower quality state of sleep

and, further, that this lower quality state of sleep corresponds to a recent increase in ambient

temperature, for example, causing the person to overheat and begin to wake. Accordingly,

the controller 110 would then automatically control the HVAC system 120 to decrease the

ambient temperature. This would cool the person thereby promoting a higher quality sleep

state for the person.



[60] FIG. 6 illustrates a method for controlling a bedroom environment according to an

embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, a sleep environmental monitoring

system is initiated in operation SlOO. Then, in operation S200, a running composite sleep

score is generated using current sleep scores and settings generated in operation S210 and

using historical scores and settings generated in operation S220. An example of a running

composite sleep score is a statistical measurement that represents the person's overall quality

of sleep. The composite sleep score can be generated in a wide variety of ways using a wide

variety of factors, variables, algorithms and analytical techniques. As one non-limiting

example, the running composite sleep score can be generated as described in U.S. Provisional

Application No. 61/028,564, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. In

another embodiment, the composite sleep score can be based on the type and amount of

movement a person makes while sleeping.

[61] According to another embodiment, a composite sleep score can be generated using

data collected regarding a person's sleep state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or

the variable sleep system 201. As environmental sleep disturbances due to environmental

factors including, but not limited to, ambient noise, ambient light, etc., disturb a person's

sleep state, the person's running composite sleep score will correspondingly decrease. That

is, a lower running composite sleep score reflects a decrease in overall sleep quality. On the

other hand, when disturbances due to such environmental factors subside, a person's running

composite sleep score are likely to increase. Hence, a higher running composite sleep score

reflects an increase in overall sleep quality. As shown in FIG. 6, the person's running

composite sleep score is generated using current scores and settings (reflecting current

measurements regarding the person's sleep state) and, if available, historical curves and

settings (reflecting historical measurements regarding the person's sleep state).

[62] In operation S300, a determination is made as to whether the running composite

sleep score is acceptable. If the running composite sleep score represents an acceptable



quality of sleep for the person, then operation S200 is performed, wherein the running

composite sleep score is again generated using current sleep scores and settings generated in

operation S210 and using historical scores and settings generated in operation S220. Whether

the running composite sleep score is acceptable can be determined, for example, by

comparing the running composite sleep score to a historical composite sleep score for that

person. If the running composite sleep score varies significantly form the historical

composite sleep score, the running composite sleep score can be deemed to be not acceptable.

[63] If the running composite sleep score is not acceptable, suggesting that the person's

overall quality of sleep is not acceptable, then operation S400 is performed wherein

environmental and physiological parameter changes are analyzed using sensor readings

generated in operation S410. For instance, in operation S410, sensor readings that are

generated from the environmental data collection device 112 and the near-body sensing

device 117 are analyzed to determine if there is a disturbance in the environment that may

have caused the person's quality of sleep to degrade. This determination can be made, for

example, by comparing the environmental sensor readings with either a threshold value, or

alternatively with historical norms for the sensor readings. If one or more of the sensor

readings deviates by a significant amount, then the sensor readings are analyzed to determine

a possible cause of the environmental disturbance. A suitable action to counter the cause of

the disturbance can then be determined. Then, in operation S500, based on the suitable action

that is determined, changes are applied to environmental devices such as the HVAC system

120, the lighting system 130, the ceiling fan 140, the humidifier/dehumidif ϊer unit 155 and

the sound conditioner 114 to promote a higher quality sleep state of the person. After

operation S500, a running composite sleep score is again generated for the person in

operation S200.

[64] To further illustrate how the illustrative method depicted in FIG. 6 can be employed

to control a person's bedroom environment to promote a higher quality sleep state of the



person, according to one illustrative scenario, after the sleep environmental monitoring

system has been initiated in operation SlOO, the person's sleep is disturbed by an increase in

ambient noise (caused, for example, by noise coming from a neighboring apartment). Once

the person's sleep is disturbed, the person exhibits a decrease in overall sleep quality and

such a decrease is reflected by data collected regarding the person's sleep state from the near-

body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201. Further, such a decrease in

overall sleep quality results in a correspondingly lower current composite sleep score being

generated in operation S210. Consequently, the running composite sleep score generated in

operation S200 is also lowered.

[65] If the running composite sleep score generated in operation S200 drops below a

certain threshold and is no longer acceptable (i.e., the person's sleep is disturbed by an

unacceptable amount), then operation S400 is performed wherein environmental and

physiological parameter changes are analyzed using sensor readings generated in operation

S410. In the above-described example regarding loud neighbors disturbing the person's sleep,

the environmental data collection device 112 would detect loud ambient sound levels. Thus,

in analyzing the sensor readings in operation S400, a correspondence between the loud

ambient sound levels detected by the environmental data collection device 112 and the

unacceptable running composite sleep score would be established. Accordingly, in operation

S500, changes are applied to environmental devices (e.g., the sound conditioner 114 may be

controlled, for instance, to gradually generate white noise so as compensate for the loud

ambient sound levels) to promote a higher quality sleep state of the person, to generate

calming nature sounds, or to generate a user's music selection. According to one

embodiment, the sound conditioner 114 may be controlled to generate binaural beats so as to

facilitate relaxation, improve sleep quality, decrease sleep requirements, or promote lucid

dreaming.



[66] According to another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a

person's sleep state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system

201. The controller 110 also collects data regarding the ambient temperature from the

environmental data collection device 112. The aforementioned data is collected over an

extended period, such as several days, weeks or months. By applying various algorithms to

such data collected over an extended period, the controller 110 could then determine, for

instance, that a person generally experiences the highest quality sleep state when the ambient

temperature is at a particular temperature that is ideal for that person. Accordingly, the

controller 110 could then provide this determination to the person and/or could automatically

control the HVAC system 120 to adjust the ambient temperature of the bedroom 15 to this

ideal temperature when the variable sleep system 201 provides the controller 110 with data

indicating that a person has positioned themselves on the variable sleep system 201.

Alternatively, embodiments of the present invention could comprise a controller 110 that is

configured to adjust the ambient temperature of the bedroom 15 to the ideal temperature

recommended by the Better Sleep Council, which is around 65° F.

[67] In another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a person's sleep

state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201. The

controller 110 also collects data regarding near-body temperature from the near-body sensing

device 117. Some scientific studies have suggested that subtle feedback control of in-bed

temperatures through very mild manipulations could enhance sleep and shift sleep to deeper

stages {see e.g., "Skin Deep: Enhanced Sleep Depth by Cutaneous Temperature

Manipulation," by Raymann et al., Brain: A Journal of Neurology, Volume 131, pp. 500-513,

Oxford University Press, 2008, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety).

Embodiments of the present invention may be employed to provide feedback control of near-

body temperature by, for instance, analyzing the data collected by the controller 110

regarding near-body temperature and then using the controller 110 to control the sleep system



temperature adjustment unit 203 to adjust the temperature of the sleep system 201 so as to

control the near-body temperature as needed to enhance sleep.

[68] According to another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a

person's sleep state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system

201. The controller 110 also collects data regarding the sound levels in the bedroom 15 from

the environmental data collection device 112. By applying various algorithms to this

collected data, the controller 110 could then determine, for instance, that the person has

recently entered a lower quality state of sleep and, further, that this lower quality sleep state

corresponds to a recent increase in sound levels (e.g., due to the noisy neighbor). In response

to such collected data, the controller 110 would then automatically control the sound

conditioner 114 to gradually generate white noise to drown out the recent increase in sound

levels, as discussed above with respect to FIG. 6, and, thereby, promote a higher quality sleep

state of the person. According to another embodiment, instead of or in addition to generating

white noise, the sound conditioner 114 could generate binaural beats, generate nature sounds,

or generate a user's music selection so as to promote a better sleep period for the person.

[69] Consistent with another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a

person's sleep state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system

201 over an extended period. The controller 110 also collects data regarding the sound levels

in the bedroom 15 from the environmental data collection device 112 over an extended period.

By applying various algorithms to such data collected over an extended period, the controller

110 could then determine, for instance, that a person generally experiences a decline in sleep

quality around a specific time each night and, further, that this periodic decline in sleep

quality corresponds to a periodic increase in bedroom sound levels (e.g., due to a regularly

passing train). As such, the controller 110 would then provide such determinations to the

person and/or automatically control the sound conditioner 114 to generate white noise shortly

before the specific time of the predictable increased sound levels each night, and to stop



generating white noise shortly after the increased sound levels terminate, so as to promote a

better sleep period for the person. According to another embodiment, instead of or in

addition to generating white noise, the sound conditioner 114 could generate binaural beats,

generate nature sounds, or generate a user's music selection so as to promote a better sleep

period for the person.

[70] According to another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a

person's sleep state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system

201. The controller 110 also collects data regarding the near-body temperature of the person

from the near-body sensing device 117. By applying various algorithms to such collected

data, the controller 110 could then determine, for instance, that the near-body temperature of

the person is higher than an ideal temperature for promoting healthy sleep. Consequently, the

controller 110 would then adjust the sleep system temperature adjustment unit 203 to cool the

temperature of the sleep system 201 so as to compensate for the person's high near-body

temperature and thereby promote a better sleep period for the person.

[71] Consistent with another embodiment of the present invention, the controller 110 can

also control ambient lighting of the bedroom 15 in accordance with a user's preferences. For

instance, if a person prefers to go to sleep with a small amount of ambient lighting in the

room (e.g., the person prefers to sleep with a night light), then the controller 110 can be

adjusted in accordance with this preference. For example, the person can adjust the controller

110 so that it collects data from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep

system 201 and, by applying various algorithms to this collected data, determines when the

person has positioned themselves on the variable sleep system 201 (e.g., when the person is

getting in bed to go to sleep). In such a case, the controller 110 automatically controls the

lighting system 130 to emit a low level of ambient light (e.g., roughly comparable to a night

light).



[72] Next, the controller 110 collects data regarding, for example, the person's body

movement, heart rate, breathing, sleep state, etc., from the near-body sensing device 117

and/or the variable sleep system 201. Once the controller 110 determines, from such

collected data, that the person is asleep, the controller 110 then automatically controls the

lighting system 130 to emit no ambient light so as to conserve electricity and promote a better

sleep period for the person. Further, the controller 110 continues to collect data from the

near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201 throughout the night. If

the controller 110 determines that the person is awake, or about to awaken, then the controller

110 controls the lighting system 130 to emit a low level of ambient light (e.g., roughly

comparable to a night light).

[73] Accordingly, whenever the person is asleep, the controller 110 controls the lighting

system 130 to emit no ambient light. On the other hand, when the person is awake, or about

to awaken, the controller 110 controls the lighting system 130 to emit a low level of ambient

light so that the person receives the benefits of a night light (e.g., the benefits of having a low

level of ambient light when trying to fall asleep and/or when walking to the bathroom during

the night), without some of the disadvantages of a night light (e.g., unnecessarily consuming

electricity while the person is asleep).

[74] Indeed, such an embodiment like that described above provides many health

benefits for people who prefer to sleep with a night light. For example, studies have shown

that increasing production of the hormone melatonin in a person's body can improve the

person's quality of sleep. Melatonin is produced by the pineal glad, normally only when a

person is in darkness.

[75] Studies have shown that women who sleep with their bedroom lights on exhibit

decreased melatonin levels and an increased risk of breast cancer. Accordingly, in view of

such studies, many experts recommend sleeping with no night light at all. Therefore,

embodiments of the invention would help to promote a healthy sleep period by (among other



things) allowing a person to fall asleep with their preferred low level ambient lighting. Once

the person falls asleep, however, embodiments of the invention would adjust the bedroom

lighting system to emit no ambient light and thus, the person would thereby achieve the

health benefits derived from sleeping without ambient light and the person would also

achieve energy savings.

[76] Other embodiments of the present invention help to promote a healthy sleep period

by (among other things) controlling a light source which eliminates only the blue component

of light, for example, like those light sources manufactured by Photonic Developments, LLC.

Studies have shown that using artificial light in the evening before going to bed shuts down

melatonin production. In particular, studies have shown that only the blue component of light

shuts down melatonin production. Using light sources with filters that eliminate only the

blue component of light before going to sleep allows melatonin to be produced naturally,

while the remaining colors of light allow a person to read, watch television, navigate their

way to the bathroom, etc., Accordingly, embodiments of the invention help to promote a

healthy sleep period by (among other things) allowing a person to fall asleep with non-blue

bedroom lighting. Once the person falls asleep, however, embodiments of the invention

would adjust the non-blue bedroom lighting to emit no ambient light and thus, the person

would thereby achieve the health benefits derived from non-blue lighting before going to

sleep, sleeping without ambient light, and the person would also achieve energy savings.

[77] According to embodiments of the present invention, the controller 110 can control

the sound in the bedroom 15 in accordance with the person's preferences. For example, if a

person prefers to go to sleep with music on, then the controller 110 can be adjusted to collect

data from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201. By

applying various algorithms to this collected data, the controller 110 can determine when the

person has positioned themselves on the variable sleep system 201 (e.g., when the person is



getting in bed to go to sleep). In such a case, the controller 10 automatically controls the

sound conditioner 114 to generate the person's preferred music selection.

[78] Next, the controller 110 collects data regarding, for example, the person's body

movement, heart rate, breathing, sleep state, etc., from the near-body sensing device 117

and/or the variable sleep system 201. Once the controller 110 determines, from such

collected data, that the person is asleep, the controller 110 then automatically controls the

sound conditioner 114 to gradually reduce the volume of the music generated by the sound

conditioner 114 over time and ultimately turn off the sound conditioner 114 as to conserve

electricity and promote a better sleep period for the person. Further, the controller 110

continues to collect data from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep

system 201 throughout the night. If the controller 110 determines that the person is awake, or

about to awaken, then the controller 110 controls the sound conditioner 114 to turn on and

gradually increase the volume of the sound conditioner 114 to a desired level.

[79] In another embodiment, the controller 110 collects data regarding a person's sleep

state from the near-body sensing device 117 and/or the variable sleep system 201. The

controller also collects data from the environmental data collection device 112 regarding

ambient light in the bedroom. The controller 110 can then be employed to control motorized

window blinds or drapes disposed on the bedroom windows (not shown) to either increase or

decrease the amount of natural light allowed into the bedroom in accordance with the

person's state of sleep and thereby promote a better sleep period for the person.

[80] According to one embodiment, the controller 110 is configured to collect data from

the environmental data collection device 112 regarding light in the bedroom and, further, to

determine the source of the light and to adjust the determined light source. For instance, the

controller 110 is configured to determine whether detected bedroom light originates from a

light source within the bedroom, or originates from a source external to the bedroom, such as

a light in the hall, light entering through a bedroom window from the external environment,



etc. Once the source of the light in the bedroom is determined, the controller 110 can then be

employed to control the determined source of light. For example, the controller 110 can be

configured such that if the controller 110 determines that light in the bedroom originates from

a light in the hall, then the controller 110 controls the light source in the hall to reduce the

intensity of light emitted therefrom. Alternatively, if the controller 110 determines that light

in the bedroom originates from sunlight entering through a bedroom window, then the

controller 110 can control motorized window blinds, for example, to decrease the amount of

sunlight entering the bedroom through the bedroom window.

[81] According to another embodiment of the present invention, the controller 110

collects and analyzes data provided by at least one of the environmental data collection

device 112, and/or the near-body sensing device 117, and/or the sleep system 201 and/or the

adjustable head support member 500, and then stores this data in the data storage device 167.

Data stored in the data storage device 167 can then be extracted and transferred to a sleep

laboratory in a variety of ways including, but not limited to, transfer via wireless or wired

communication, transfer via storage media, manual data input, etc., so that such collected

data can be further analyzed by expert sleep technicians.

[82] Although the embodiments described above relate generally to measurement and

analysis of a single person positioned on the sleep system 201, the present invention also

encompasses measurement and analysis of multiple persons positioned on the sleep system

201. For example, according to an illustrative embodiment, the variable sleep system 201

may comprise two separate variable surfaces, as described in U.S. Provisional No.

61/028,591, so that the controller 110 can collect data relating to a person and their sleeping

partner. Further, consistent with the present invention, multiple sensing devices 117 can be

employed to collect data from different persons, respectively, and the environmental aspects

of the sleep system 201 can be adjusted accordingly.



[83] Although only a few illustrative analysis and adjustment scenarios have been

described above, a person of ordinary skill in the art would readily appreciate that a wide

variety of analyses and adjustments can be carried out without departing from the scope of

the present invention.

[84] The methods of controlling a bedroom environment according to embodiments of

the present invention can also be embodied as computer readable codes on a computer

readable recording medium. The computer readable recording medium can be any data

storage device that can store data which can be read by a computer or a computer system.

Examples of the computer readable recording medium include, but are not limited to, read¬

only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy

disks, and optical data storage devices. The computer readable recording medium can also be

distributed over network coupled computer systems so that the computer readable code is

stored and executed in a distributed fashion.

[85] While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with

reference to embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art

that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. The embodiments

should be considered in a descriptive sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Therefore,

the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed description of the invention but by

the appended claims, and all differences within the scope will be construed as being included

in the present invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for controlling a bedroom environment, the system comprising:

an environmental data collector configured to collect environmental data relating to

the bedroom environment;

a sleep data collector configured to collect sleep data relating to a person's state of

sleep;

an analysis unit configured to analyze the collected environmental data and the

collected sleep data and to determine an adjustment of the bedroom environment that

promotes sleep of the person; and

a controller configured to effect the adjustment of the bedroom environment.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control at least one of a cooling system and a heating system.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control a humidity adjustment unit.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein the device comprises an audio

system.

5. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control a sleep system temperature adjustment unit.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control a sleep system humidity adjustment unit.



7. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control a lighting unit.

8. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned in or on a mattress.

9 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned in or on a head support member.

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data comprises data

relating to at least one of the person's weight, the person's weight distribution, the person's

body position, the person's body movement, the person's breathing rate, the person's heart

rate, the person's body temperature and a near body humidity of the person.

11. The system according to claim 1, wherein the environmental data of the

bedroom comprises at least one of a temperature of the bedroom, a relative humidity of the

bedroom, a lighting intensity of the bedroom, and a sound level of the bedroom.

12. A method for controlling a bedroom environment, the method comprising:

collecting environmental data relating to the bedroom environment;

collecting sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep;

analyzing the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data;

determining an adjustment to the bedroom environment that promotes sleep; and

communicating the adjustment to a device that effects the bedroom environment.



13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises at least one

of a cooling system and a heating system.

14. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises a humidity

adjustment unit.

15. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises an audio

system.

16. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises a sleep

system temperature adjustment unit.

17. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises a sleep

system humidity adjustment unit.

18. The method according to claim 12, wherein the device comprises a lighting

unit.

19. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data

comprises collecting data from a sensor positioned in or on a mattress.

20. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data

comprises collecting data from a sensor positioned in or on a head support member.

2 1. The method according to claim 12, wherein the sleep data comprises data

relating to at least one of the person's weight, the person's weight distribution, the person's



body position, the person's body movement, the person's breathing rate, the person's heart

rate, the person's body temperature and a near body humidity of the person.

22. The method according to claim 12, wherein the environmental data of the

bedroom comprises at least one of a temperature of the bedroom, a relative humidity of the

bedroom, a lighting intensity of the bedroom, and a sound level of the bedroom.

23. The method according to claim 12, further comprising generating a current

sleep score, which comprises a statistical measurement that represents the person's quality of

sleep.

24. The method according to claim 23, further comprising:

generating a plurality of current sleep scores over time; and

storing the plurality of current sleep scores as historical sleep scores.

25. The method according to claim 24, further comprising generating a running

composite sleep score using a current sleep score and the historical sleep scores.

26. The method according to claim 25, further comprising:

determining whether the generated running composite sleep score represents an

acceptable quality of sleep for the person;

if the generated running composite sleep score does not represent an acceptable

quality of sleep for the person, then:

analyzing changes to the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data;

determining the adjustment to the bedroom environment using the analyzed changes;

and



communicating the adjustment to the device that effects the bedroom environment.

27. The system according to claim 1, wherein the device comprises blinds or

drapes.

28. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data relating to a plurality of persons' respective states of sleep;

and

wherein the analysis unit is configured to analyze the collected environmental data

and the collected sleep data and to determine an adjustment to the bedroom environment that

promotes sleep of each of the plurality of persons.

29. The system according to claim 1, wherein the analysis unit is configured to

analyze the collected sleep data and to determine if the person is awake, and

wherein the controller is configured to adjust a light source to increase intensity of

light in the bedroom, if the analysis unit determines that the person is awake.

30. The system according to claim 29, wherein the analysis unit is configured such

that, after determining that the person is awake, the analysis unit determines whether the

person is no longer awake, and

wherein the controller is configured such that, if the analysis unit determines that the

person is no longer awake, then the controller adjusts the light source to decrease intensity of

light in the bedroom.



31. The system according to claim 1, wherein the determined adjustment

comprises at least one of an adjustment to support characteristics of a sleep support member

and an adjustment to comfort characteristics of the sleep support member.

32. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to automatically collect the sleep data relating to the person's state of sleep.

33. A computer readable storage medium comprising instructions for causing a

computer to execute a method comprising:

collecting environmental data relating to the bedroom environment;

collecting sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep;

analyzing the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data;

determining an adjustment to the bedroom environment that promotes sleep; and

communicating the adjustment to a device that effects the bedroom environment.

34. The method according to claim 12, further comprising:

analyzing the collected sleep data to determine if the person is awake, and

if it is determined that the person is awake, adjusting a light source to increase

intensity of light in the bedroom.

35. The method according to claim 34, further comprising:

after determining that the person is awake, later determining whether the person is no

longer awake, and

if it is determined that the person is no longer awake, then adjusting the light source to

decrease intensity of light in the bedroom.



36. The method according to claim 12, wherein the adjustment comprises at least

one of adjusting support characteristics of a sleep support member and adjusting comfort

characteristics of the sleep support member.

37. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data

comprises automatically collecting sleep data relating to the person's state of sleep.

38. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned on the person.

39. The system according to claim 38, wherein the sensor positioned on the person

comprises an actigraphy device.

40. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data relating

to a person's state of sleep comprises collecting sleep data from a sensor positioned on the

person.

4 1. The method according to claim 40, wherein the sensor positioned on the

person comprises an actigraphy device.

42. A system for providing sleep data, the system comprising:

an environmental data collector configured to collect environmental data relating to a

bedroom environment;

a sleep data collector configured to collect sleep data relating to the person's state of

sleep;



an analysis unit configured to analyze the collected environmental data and the

collected sleep data and to correlate changes in the person's state of sleep with changes in the

bedroom environment; and

a data providing unit configured to provide data relating to said correlation.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for controlling a bedroom environment, the system comprising;

an environmental data collector configured to collect environmental data relating to the

bedroom environment;

a sleep data collector configured to collect sleep data relating to a person's state of

sleep;

an analysis unit configured to analyze the collected environmental data and the

collected sleep data and to determine an adjustment of t e bedroom environment that

promotes sleep of the person; and

a controller configured to effect the adjustment of the bedroom environment,

wherein the adjustment includes a physical characteristic of a sleep support member

on which the person sleeps.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control at least one of a cooling system and a heating system.

3. The system according to claim 17wherein the controller is configured to

control a humidity adjustment unit.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein the device comprises an audio

system.
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5. The system according to claim 1 wherein the controller is configured to

control a sleep system temperature adjustment unit.

6. The system according to claim 1 wherein the controller is configured to

control a sleep system humidity adjustment unit.
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7. The system according to claim 1, wherein the controller is configured to

control a lighting unit.

8. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned in or on a mattress.

9. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned in or on a head support member.

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data comprises data

relating to at least one of the person's weight, the person's weight distribution, the person's

body position, the person's body movement, the person's breathing rate, the person's heart

rate, the person's body temperature and a near body humidity of the person,

11. The system according to claim 1, wherein the environmental data of the

bedroom comprises at least one of a temperature of the bedroom, a relative humidity of the

bedroo i a lighting intensity of the bedroom, and a sound level of the bedroom.

12. A method for controlling a bedroom environment, the method comprising:

collecting environmental data relating to the bedroom environment;

collecting sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep;



analyzing the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data;

determining an adjustment to the bedroom environment that promotes sleep; and

communicating the adjustment to a device that effects the bedroom environment,

wherein the adjustment includes an adjustment to a physical characteristic of a sleep

support member on which the person sleeps.



31. The system according to claim 1, wherein the determined adjustment

comprises at least one of an adjustment to support characteristics of the sleep support member

and an adjustment to comfort characteristics of the sleep support member.

32. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to automatically collect the sleep data relating to the person's state of sleep.

33. A computer readable storage medium comprising instructions for causing a

computer to execute a method comprising:

collecting environmental data relating to the bedroom environment;

collecting sleep data relating to a person's state of sleep;

analyzing the collected environmental data and the collected sleep data;

determining an adjustment to the bedroom environment that promotes sleep; and

communicating the adjustment to a device that effects the bedroom environment,

wherein the adjustment includes an adjustment to a physical characteristic of a sleep

support member on which the person sleeps.

34. The method according to claim 12, further comprising:

analyzing the collected sleep data to determine if the person is awake, and

if it is determined that the person is awake, adjusting a light source to increase

intensity of light in the bedroom.
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35, The method according to claim 34, further comprising:

after determining that the person is awake, later determining whether the person is no longer

awake, and

if it is determined that the person is no longer awake, then adjusting the light sowce to

decrease intensity of light in the bedroom.
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36. The method according to claim 12, wherein the adjustment comprises at least

one of adjusting support characteristics of the sleep support member and adjusting comfort

characteristics of the sleep support member.

37. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data

comprises automatically collecting sleep data relating to the person's state of sleep.

38. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sleep data collector is

configured to collect sleep data from a sensor positioned on the person.

39. The system according to claim 3 , wherein the sensor positioned on the person

comprises an actigraphy device.

40. The method according to claim 12, wherein the collecting sleep data relating

to a person's state of sleep comprises collecting sleep data from a sensor positioned on the

person.

41. The method according to claim 40, wherein the sensor positioned on the

person comprises an actigraphy device.

42. A system for providing sleep data, the system comprising:

an environmental data collector configured to collect environmental data relating to a

bedroom environment;
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a sleep data collector configured to collect sleep data relating to the person's state of

sleep;
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an analysis unit configured to analyze the collected environmental data and the

collected sleep data and to correlate changes in the person's state of sleep with changes in the

bedroom environment;

a data providing unit configured to provide data relating to said correlation; and

an adjustment unit configured to adjust a physical characteristic of a sleep support

member on which the person sleeps.
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19fD

The claims have been amended to describe the invention more particularly. No new

matter has been added.
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